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Do you have problems 
motivating students to rewrite?

What strategies have you used 
to address this?



Research question + action taken

Q: What effects do e-portfolios have on students’ academic 
writing?

Action: Weekly writing task using 
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Students’ e-portfolio homepages





Discussion between peer-reviewer, original author 
and teacher



Data collected
Students’ writing and feedback on Wikispaces

Revision history



Data collected

Three focus group discussions

Teacher observations 
and reflective journals

Students’ reflective learning journal entries



Data collected

Engagement data from Wikispaces

Two surveys

Official assessment results



Findings: feedback & rewriting

“In Wikispaces I can review 
my essay and find the 

mistakes that I have made 
and maybe next time I will 

not make the same 
mistakes.”

“I can add more information 
[on Wikispaces], maybe I can 

make a new idea ....It has 
give me good chance to 

rewrite for three times, four 
times.”



Findings: motivation

� value for future studies

“Wikispaces improved my 
typing and my father when he 
heard me write in computer he 

said, ‘oh lord, this is not my 
daughter!’”



Findings: motivation

� autonomous learning

“I wanted to improve my 
grammar so I read my 

comments again, and other 
students’ comments.”



Conclusion and reflections

� 94% of students felt that the project helped improve their 
writing

� Action Research experience
� Other contexts



The adventure continues…

� Video feedback
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Thank you!
� Find a guide on how to use Wikispaces at 

www.eltideas.com

B.Malecka@unswglobal.unsw.edu.au
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